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Proactive
technical advocacy
by your side
Qlik® Customer
Success Engineer
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INTRODUCTION

Ready to turn your data into remarkable outcomes
with Qlik’s data integration and analytics solutions?
Empower your team with immediate access to the
best, proactive technical expertise and guidance
to get you on the fast track to success.
When you elect a Qlik Customer Success Engineer (CSE) for your
business, you gain technical advocacy that stays by your side
through your development cycle and works to ensure you get
the most value out of our technology. These go-to-experts will
work with you to understand your ecosystem and requirements,
and leverage these insights, together with advanced
technical know how to identify potential road blocks
and preemptively mitigate issues. In addition, they
will proactively engage with you and your team to
share advice and best practices so that you can
maximize the latest technology capabilities
and advancements.
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Your Technical Advocate
Customer Success Engineers (CSEs) are senior Qlik resources with in-depth
Qlik product knowledge and tight ties into our engineering organization,
with full visibility into the Qlik product roadmap. Rely on these experts to:
• Act as your main technical contact
CSEs are technically skilled and focused on understanding your needs and have the
ability to explain Qlik technical concepts and solutions to a wide variety of audiences.
• Provide proactive advice
CSEs work to engage with your team in proactive ways, not just reactively, developing
solution suggestions to meet your near and long-term desired outcomes.
• Deliver technical guidance
CSEs provide key technical guidance, assistance as well as troubleshooting,
helping you get the most from your Qlik platform.

Our CSE Options
We offer two CSE options to empower your team with technical advocacy and drive your success with Qlik.
All you need to do is choose the option that best suits your needs
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Not sure yet? Keep reading to learn more about what’s included in our CSE and Extended CSE options.
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Get to the next level
Qlik Customer Success Engineer is one way we help you succeed in
building your data-driven enterprise. Qlik Signature Success is another,
complementing these services through a personalized path to success with
the right experts by your side in a ‘white glove’ experience.
For more information on Qlik Customer Success, visit qlik.com/services

About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decision-making and solve their most
challenging problems. Our cloud-based Qlik Active Intelligence Platform delivers end-to-end, real-time data integration and
analytics cloud solutions to close the gaps between data, insights and action. By transforming data into Active Intelligence,
businesses can drive better decisions, improve revenue and profitability, and optimize customer relationships. Qlik does business
in more than 100 countries and serves over 38,000 active customers around the world.
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